Town Of Corning Highway Department Monthly Report for February 2022
February 2022

We plowed roads 10 times during the month, salted and sanded all through the month,
Temperature warmed up in the middle of the month and we had a lot of snow melt off, and filled the
drainage pipes to there capacity, causing a lot of water to jump the pipes and cause a lot of water
damage to some of our roads. We spent a lot of hours repairing roads and checking all pipes to make
sure they were completely open.
Rose road lower end had a river running down it and starting to wash into county road. We worked
with the county to try to stop river coming down and helping them with grave/ clean up. This was all
caused by an Amish logger on the upper end of Rose Road, blocking up the ditches and also putting
logs in them making the waterjump the ditches. We went up to the top of the lower Rose Road and
dug with the backhoe new trenches across the road to redirect the river coming down that was
washing the road out, and we got the water stopped coming down the lower rose road.
Code department worked with me to go after the logger and we put a stop you are logging which he
stated he was done anyway, advised him and gave him 1 week to get up there and remove all the logs
from the ditches. He did comply.
Also advised him he would be charged by town for us to fix the lower end of Rose Road, and to repair
the rest of the road.
All Vehicles That Needed Service Were Serviced in Shop:

Paid All Bills That Were to Be Paid:
Worked on pricing out a new highway dump truck with plows, started this because I was told if we
needed any new trucks that delivery time completed would be close to 2-year delivery time.
Took care of any needs that were called into the office, and any repairs that needed done.

